
In 1947, baseball player Jackie Robinson 
got called up to play for the major 
league (known as the MLB). He played 
so well, he was chosen as the MLB’s 
best new player.

More famously, Jackie also broke 
baseball’s “color line” that year.

For decades, Black baseball players 
had been excluded from the MLB. 
The separation of players based on 
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their skin tone was called a color line. 
Everything started to change once the 
Brooklyn Dodgers asked Jackie to be on 
their team.

In Jackie’s ten years playing for the 
Brooklyn Dodgers, the team made it 
to the World Series five times. Jackie 
played in six All-Star Games and was 
named Most Valuable Player.
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Despite his talent, Jackie faced extreme 
difficulties being a Black player in the 
MLB. Players and fans would yelled and 
threw things at him during games. It 
took great courage for Jackie to remain 
focused on the game, which is exactly 
what he did.

Jackie’s success led to greater diversity 
in sports and beyond. He proved that 
skin color shouldn’t be a reason to 
exclude anyone from anything. His 
career helped create a country with 
more equality and less color lines  
all around.

More about: Jackie Robinson

Activity: Kitchen Curling
Curling is one of the sports featured in Words this month. In 
this Olympic sport, players slide big stones across a long, 
narrow sheet of ice. The goal is to get closest to a target on 
the other side.

Set up a mini version in your kitchen using these materials:

• Paper target (cut out from next page)

• Clear tape

• Sheet pan (or large baking dish)

• Cup

• Water

• 10 coins

 1  Tape the target down inside the pan, closer to one    
  edge.

2  With a grownup’s help, find a spot in the freezer      
 where your pan can lay completely flat.

3  Once the pan’s in place, use a cup to pour some     
 water (1 centimeter deep) into the pan. Make sure   
               the paper target is submerged.

4  While that’s freezing, gather your coins. Decide    
  which player will play with heads up; the other will   
 play with tails.

5  Once your “rink” is frozen, you’re ready to play!    
  Remove the pan from freezer and place on a table.

6  Take turns sliding your coins (AKA “curling stones”)  
  toward the target. The round is over once all 10 coins  
 have been slid. Any coin touching the target at the 
 end of the round receives 1 point. Play as many 
 rounds as you want!

Points
Player 1 Player 2

Print out and 
tape here

Robinson with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1954
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